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WHAT’S IN THE
BOX?
Arcadia Broccoli:
As I wrote last week,
we try to plant broccoli every two weeks
for a fairly steady
supply throughout
the summer. In most
years we end up with
the timing not working out well for some
of the weeks; One
succession might
catch up with another leaving us with too
much one week and
not enough the next
two. This year we
have had nearly perfect timing for the successions reaching ripeness. This is the last harvest from round
three. Next week we will start harvesting round 4. Round five looks a *little* behind
so there might be a gap a few weeks out. Rounds 6 and 7 are in the ground and the
final round, 8, should go in later this week. If all goes well it will be the best round…
since it will mature in very cool temperatures.
Red Cabbage: Red Cabbage is my favorite, flavor wise, of all of the cabbages. It is
so versatile and will keep for MONTHS in your refrigerator. Last night I made a delicious stir fry of shredded red cabbage, broccoli, onion, garlic and a little fresh
thyme.
Amazing Cauliflower: The cauliflower is one of the crops that has come in quite
late… for reasons I cannot deduce! Like broccoli, we plant several successions of
cauliflower… though not as many as we do for broccoli. Right now there are 5 plant-

ings in the fields and they should mature over the next 4-5 weeks. There is also a fall
planting that will go in later this week. This round is *slightly* yellow from the high
heat last week…. But the flavor is fantastic. I love oven roasting cauliflower with
garlic and olive oil and serving it over pasta, broken up, with a little parmesan.
Dinosaur Kale (Full):
These are the bouquets of
“pebbly” dark green
leaves. They can be used
as you would any other
Kale.
Straightneck or Zucchini Squash: People
often tell me that they are
unsure what to do with
Summer Squash… but
love zucchini. They are,
for all intents and purposes, the same. These
are the first few fruits…
but there will be increasing amounts of several
varieties over the course
of the summer. A few
years back my mother
gave me a spiralizer and
I have gotten addicted to
squash “noodles” with a
variety of sauces.
Lavender Islander Peppers: The first few bell peppers are also reaching maturity… a few weeks later than normal… but the plants are looking good and there
should be SCADS of peppers in a week or two. The purple bells taste like green bells
with a slightly milder flavor. I like eating these fresh so they keep their beautiful color.
Itachi White (or regular green) Cucumbers: These white cucumbers have confused a few of you… especially when they are right next to the yellow squash! These
are just like the green cucumbers but have a really nice thin skin.

“Orient Express” Eggplant: This is a classic Japanese type eggplant (long and thin”.
These are the first few fruits to reach maturity… but within the next two weeks there
should be LOTS more, both Japanese and Italian Globe types, in your boxes. Do NOT refrigerate these.
Genovese Italian Basil: There are nice big
bunches of basil this week. The best way to
keep basil is to trim the stems and place them,
like a bouquet of flowers, in a jar with a little
water. Then loosely cover the tops with a
plastic bag hung over it.

From the Fields
Folks,
How can July possibly be over!?! This
summer is moving faster than any in recent memory! I know from past experience that, once my birthday arrives (today), the rest of summer slipslides away!
The last week has been really good for getting things done and the crops
seemed to like both the drier pattern we were in AND the large quantity of
rainfall that hit the farm yesterday. We were fortunate that, while LOTS of
rain fell (nearly 2”), we were spared any strong winds or other damaging
weather. After the high heat that came at the end of last week it has been
nice to have some cool nights and, in particular, this VERY cool day.
We are now well into getting our shorter-season fall crops planted and,
with each passing week, it becomes clearer and clearer what the longer season fall-crops, like winter squash, leeks, onions Brussels sprouts and potatoes will probably do. Right now all of the crops are looking to be in excellent condition and the onion crop is just a few weeks from finishing up growing. Onions are one of the very first things we set out into the fields and they

are a crop that, while on average does quite well, occasionally has problems…
particularly if things are too wet. This years onion crop looks like it will be one of
the best we have had. The bulbs are already quite large and, on Friday, we harvested the first sweet onion, for a sandwich, and it was amazingly crunchy and
sweet. Since onions tend to be foundational to much of my cooking, and since
they will store well into
April if the crop is
cured properly, I always feel good when it
looks like a good onion
year. AS the weeks go
by I can also check off
other crops that we rely
on for your fall boxes
and, by late August,
usually I have a pretty
good idea of what the
last month and a half of
deliveries will look like.
It is amazing to think
that this is just three week (or so) out.
Next week’s box will probably have: Eggplant, Peppers, Cucumbers, Zucchini,
Parsley, Lettuce, Sweet Spanish Onions, Broccoli, Napa Cabbage and Fennel.
If everyone prays to the gods of the tomatoes, our first round could also ripen by
next week. I am also keeping an eye on the green beans.

